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“The Empires of the future are the Empires of the mind.”

MBS International School today stands tall, not only as a citadel of 

learning, but as a spirit,  epitomizing the essence of excellence and  a 

passion for distinction, in this fast changing era of successive progression.

Each child entrusted in ‘our’ hands is special- a rich core of latent 

potentialities, a bottomless mine, an ever changing landscape. This 

responsibility of tending young saplings, of fashioning lives, of blossoming 

buds is indeed overwhelming and   gratifying. 

“Like an Impressionist’s painting composed of thousands upon thousands 

of apparently incoherent dots, we only perceive the brilliance of the 

masterpiece when our focus shifts from seeing the abstract dots to 

appreciating the portrait as a whole, revealing its resplendent radiance 

and beauty.” 

The School’s accomplishments, in less than a decade of its inception, 

demonstrate its strong foundation of excellence and values where 

we delight in educating our youth to be thoughtful, ethical netizens, 

equipped to maintain their pre-eminence in the global repute. 

Correspondingly, the   curriculum also has   been tailored incorporating 

higher order thinking skills, multiple intelligences, technology and 

multimedia enabling them to utilise their innate predispositions to the full 

and equipping them to deal with all the vagaries of life as they navigate in 

the new epoch.

The steady stream of awards and accolades in academics and co-

curricular arenas bear testimony to our commitment to excellence.

This newsletter, a statement of the school’s laurels and achievements 

of the last year, is a reflection of the school’s ethos with which we have 

pursued our goals and the very spirit with which we at MBS School work. 

Happy reading!
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VIBranT CoLoUr DayS

RED DAY
21 April: The colour red 
symbolizing liveliness and 
energy, was the colour of 
the day for the tiny tots. 
They celebrated their 
talents adorning red attires, 
splashing hues of enthusiasm 
and flair. 

BLuE 
COLOuR DAY 
29 July: The pre-primary wing 

of the school organized the 

Blue Colour Day in the school. 

It was an intriguing event as the 

blue is the symbol of water and 

life. The enthusiasm with which 

the students participated made 

the event a show-stopper.
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PuRPLE  
RAIN 
1 October: The students 
celebrated ‘Purple Color 
Day’ in the school which 
showed the students 
love for the colour of joy 
and peace.

ORANGE DAY
2 November: Beautiful  

hand printed ‘gold’ fishes 

adorned the walls of  

pre-primary classes as  

they celebrated ‘Orange 

Colour Day’.
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GO GREEN EvENT
Green is the predominant colour of the nature. Green was the colour of the day. Students 
donned in green attire depicting growth and harmony enacted different roles. The event 
taught the students to create a sustainable world to live in. Earth is our partner in survival. 
So let us live in a way where we don’t disturb the nature. Living a greener lifestyle, 
consuming our resources and not polluting the nature were the message of the event. 

Going Green! Staying Clean!
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STaTE-oF-THE-arT FaCILITIES

24x7 security 
surveillANce
• AC Classrooms  

and buses.

• Activity Room

• IT Labs

• Science Labs

• Art and  
Craft Room

• 3D Lab

• Wellness Zone

• Cafeteria

• Smart Classes

• Library

• Music and Dance 
Rooms

• Skating Rink

• Basketball Court

• Auditorium

• Volley Ball Court

Nurturing 
Scientists......

Learn with 
Fun......
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rISE & SHInE WITH aSSEMBLy......

The school creates opportunities for students to develop social 

consciousness through participation in special days and assemblies. It 

was heartening to witness students participating in speeches, plays and 

nukkad natak voicing their opinion, on pertinent issues.

EARTH DAY 

25 April: The students professed their 

love for the mother earth by participating 

in eco initiatives, in a pledge to save earth 

and its depleting resources. The special 

assembly saw students participating in 

green endeavors to spread an awareness 

to maintain pristine glory of the earth.
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BAISAKHI DAY
13 April: Students of grades I – V conducted a special assembly to mark the 
beginning of the Sikh New Year and to usher in the Solar New Year too. The 
harvest festival of Baisakhi holds a place of great importance among farmers. The 
performers held everyone spell bound with their scintillating dance steps. 

NATIONAL ASTRONAuT DAY
4 May: An informative and interesting assembly on National Astronaut 
Day inspired the students about the intriguing aspects of the cosmos.
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WORLD RED CROSS DAY
9 May: World Red Cross Day generated awareness about the Red Cross on 

May 9, 2017.
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... ROAD SAFETY DAY

12 May: Keeping in mind the safety and security of the MBSians outside the school, a special 

assembly on Road Safety was organized. Students made beautiful placards highlighting the 

symbols regarding road safety.

INTERNATIONAL  
FAMILY DAY
15 May: “together we make a family”

International Family Day reaffirmed the importance of family 

and the loved ones in our lives.

DOORWAY TO INDIAN CuLTuRE
23 July: True to the words, “Knowledge of language is the doorway to wisdom” Grade II 
students spoke eloquently on -”Hindi Our Mother Tongue”, reiterating the importance of 
Hindi. An assembly on the given topic was organized on July 23, 2017
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GLORIFYING A NEW DAWN –  
‘BIRTH OF  NANDLAL’
10 August: The special assembly on Krishna Janmashtami was conducted in order to 
celebrate the birth of Lord Krishna. The students showed the Krishna Leela thereby depicting 
the life of Krishna. It was a skillful performance.

TRYST WITH 
DESTINY
14 August: The students 
celebrated Independence Day 
in the school premises. The flag 
was unfurled by the Principal. 
The choir and the dance 
performance rendered a patriotic 
fervour in the air of MBS.

GuRu NANAK JAYANTI
3 November: A Special Assembly marked the birth anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev through 
enactments, shabads, songs and play highlighting the prophetic teachings of Guru Nanak.
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DISTInCTIVE InITIaTIVES

INDEFINITE ABILITY 

“understanding disability and its management”- MBS proudly hosted a hands-on training 

exercise in association with uDAI group for the teachers of MBS and teachers from other 

reputed schools in Dwarka on Saturday, 13th May’17 in the school auditorium. 

“WORKSHOP- 
TIME AND STRESS 
MANAGEMENT
A workshop titled “Time and Stress 

Management” was organized by MBS 

International School for students of grade 

IX-XII. The workshop was aimed at teaching 

the children about the importance of time 

management. The children were briefed about 

ways to achieve a holistic personality by 

managing their time effectively and dividing 

it efficiently between studies and recreational 

activities. They were encouraged to fulfill their 

parents’ expectations by setting a goal for 

themselves and achieving it in a planned and 

realistic manner.
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MBS: A SAFE SCHOOL
Safety of ‘our’ children is our primary concern and the school has embarked on notable 

initiatives to create a safe environment for the students. A number of endeavours were 

undertaken to ensure utmost safety of the students in the school premises. The school 

partnered with Delhi Police to conduct an enlightening workshop for the support staff on 28 

September, 2017 to sensitize them of the security and wellbeing of the students. The massive 

‘safe campaign’ also comprised other proactive measures taken by the school for their security.

EFFECTIvE COMMuNICATION
A workshop was conducted on the topic ‘How to be a great Conversationalist’ for senior 

students of classes IX to XII by Mr. Tarun, who enlightened the students about the  various 

aspects of effective communication such as body language, gestures, and appropriateness of 

language through role play and interaction. 
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EMBRACING NEW LIFE
Little angels walked into the beautiful ambience of 

MBS on April 3, 2017. The first day of the toddlers 

who were filled with apprehension at the start but 

as the day passed there was smile and happiness all 

around. It was a day which was not only full of fun and 

frolic but a new promise to step into and begin a new 

chapter in life.

SATRARAMBH
Special assembly inaugurated the auspicious beginnings of the new year, ushering happiness, hope and 

good will through dance presentations and speeches. The tiny tots were welcomed as they were ushered 

to new classrooms.

LITERATuS COMPETES
On 26 April 2017, MBS organized Literary Competitions for 

grades vI –vIII. Inter-house Poetry Recitation Competition 

themed on ‘Nature’, not only fuelled their competitiveness 

but invited appreciation of the audience as the students 

opined in unison about the beauty of nature.

Inter-house Debate Competition was organized on topic 

“Social Networking Sites are Effective or Harmful” which 

generated overwhelming response of the young debaters 

as they kept the audience awestruck by their one-liners 

and their debating prowess.

aCTIVITIES roUnD THE yEar
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HEALTH IS WEALTH
“Whether we win or lose, we have applied the best of ourselves to the task at hand”

A true spirit of competitiveness and sportsmanship were exhibited by girls as they participated 

in inter-house kho-kho match on May 5, 2017.

LET’S CHASE AND RELAY
15 Nov: Students dressed in colourful costumes adorned the school playground as they 

took part in fun races, in a healthy competitive spirit, filling the air with gleeful cheers 

and applause.

FuN RACES
27 October: Fun Races were organized for classes Nursery to I to reiterate the importance of 

physical well being and health of our young sports champions, who participated enthusiastically 

in different races to mark the memorable event.
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STuDENTS IN 
DISGuISE
9 July: It was interesting to 

witness students dressed up 

in vibrant costumes, striding 

onto stage with confidence and 

poise, reciting witty liners.

LITTLE MASTER 
CHEFS
3 August: The activity of cooking 

without fire had been organized on 

3rd August in which the students 

honed their cooking skills with no 

fire, no heat and no baking.

ETERNAL LOvE
4 August: Rakshabandhan – The festival which celebrates the bond of love between brother 

and sister was celebrated on 4th August by the students of pre-primary. They were not only 

beautifully decked up but also tied the thread joyfully on the wrists of their brothers thereby 

seeking a promise of being there in the hour of need. The pomp and show of the festival 

showed its significance and the role of family bonds in our society.
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SANCTIFIED vISITS
22 August: Spritual and soulful experience given to MBSians of Nursery and KG by visiting the 

Golak Dham Temple on 22nd August and was also experienced by students of Grade I and II 

through visit to Iskcon Temple on 23rd August.

CLEAN INDIA GREEN INDIA
“The clean person is not the one who runs away from dirt but one who takes the time and 

effort to tidy - up a dirty environment”

MBS Celebrating Swachhta Pakhwada (1st September - 15th September).

Poster Making competition: “Poster making is a creative process and requires 

exceptional skills, talent and lots of hard work. Students participated with full zeal and 

reflected their creative ideas about maintaining hygiene and also making the environment 

clean and green”
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MIRACuLOuS BEAuTY IN NATuRE
STAY ON THE TRACK
1 October: The students celebrated Ball Race in the school where the students race with 

the ball in different manners. It showed the competitive spirit and sportsmanship among the 

students.

Diwali Dhamaka, 16 October: ‘No Cracker’ slogans resonated the classrooms of the Pre- 

Primary section as the tiny tots celebrated the festival of lights, reiterating ‘green ‘ and 

peaceful Diwali message to all.

CREATIvE LEARNING
24 October: The rose petal activity was a creative way to learn alphabets for the Pre primary 

students as they indulged gleefully in pasting soft, colourful rose petals in alphabet-shapes, 

reiterating ‘learning with fun’.
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INCREDIBLE INDIA
An Inter House activity ‘States of India’ was a cultural extravaganza exemplifying ‘unity 

in diversity’. The students donned the attires of the respective states, reflecting their rich 

tapestry of traditions, culture and outfits. The ‘food fiesta’ was a melting pot of traditional 

cuisines from different states, whereas the ‘Ramp show’ was a confident stride by the tiny 

tots further enlightening their awareness of the different costumes and heritage of their 

mother land. The event not only strived to enrich their awareness but also helped them 

become confident and instill a sense of pride for their nation.

SPLASH 
POOL
9 May: Summer is the 

best time to explore, and 

there is nothing more 

fun than spending time 

in water.

Our tiny tots splashed 

their way to fun and 

happiness in the splash 

pool, learning sense of 

togetherness and social 

well-being.
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SPIDER CRAFT
The students crafted spiders using red coloured plates and black chart papers as a novel 

venture of learning. They also christened ‘their’ spiders with cute ‘names’. This creative activity 

was done on 2 Nov 2017.

MOTHERS ARE SPECIAL
“A mother is one who can take the place of all others but whose place no one can take”

Our young ones professed gratitude and love to their mothers by designing ‘thank you cards’ to 

make them feel special and adored.
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DISCOvERING FARM ANIMALS
17 Nov: Impressive drawings and colouring using hand print was an innovative way to teach 

students about the farm animals. They gained an in-depth understanding about the useful 

animals through the activity ‘Farm Animals’.

MOvIE MAGIC
14 Nov: The Children’s Day was made memorable for the little ones with the entertainment show 

‘How to train your dragon’. The Kids were apprised of the importance of the day through songs 

and interactive session.

POETRY RECITATION
“Poetry is to the heart, what music is to the soul”

Inter-Class Recitation Competition was a display of excellence and brilliance as the little ones 

recited poems, dressed in the characters of their choice.
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CynoSUrE

INvESTITuRE CEREMONY
The Investiture Ceremony was organized on July 22 to confer badges of honour to the Students’ Council 

members. The Ceremony marked a significant beginning of the new academic year, when the newly 

invested office bearers took oath of allegiance, pledging to shoulder the mantle of leadership and 

perform the duties towards their alma mater faithfully.
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BLEND AND 
OuTSHINE
Splendour- an Inter school fancy 

dress competition was a platform 

for the students of Nursery and 

Kindergarten to showcase their 

inherent talent. The competition 

held on July 26 strived to chisel 

their literary prowess.
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RIPPLES -2017
MBS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL organized 

“RIPPLES 2017” - Inter School competition on 

23rd August. Students participated with great 

enthusiasm as they were provided with wide 

exposure to exhibit and enhance their inherent 

talent through participation in various Inter 

School competitions. The event was true to its 

meaning ripples as it created waves inside and 

outside each and every child to perform to the 

best of their abilities.
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BuDDING SCIENTISTS OF MBS
The Students of Grade IV and V displayed their scientific aptitude by showcasing 

their exhibits . They displayed their projects analytically and chiseled their 

conviction and skills.
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SKILL BAZAAR
The school ground came alive in vibrant hues in a cultural festivity of talent, creativity, and 

ingenuity as the school celebrated Skill Bazaar on 14 October 2017. The students of Primary 

section entertained the audience with spectacular dance performances epitomizing the 

folk culture of India. The Nukkad Natak, a somber portrayal of the farmer’s plight, received 

sincere appreciation, whereas the school orchestra, transported the gathering to a fantasy 

world of life and music, with their mellifluous rendition.

The gathering, comprising distinguished guests, parents and students, thronged in large 

numbers to witness the day long merriment, which included fun games such as Break the 

pyramid, Coin in the bucket, teasing puzzles, joy rides and food stalls serving sumptuous 

delicacies. The shopping extravaganza added glamour to the event as stalls displaying 

colorful gel candles, painted diyas, attractive pots, decorative paraphernalia and tie 

and dye dupattas were put up by students attracting probable buyers. The melee also 

witnessed Career Counselling sessions and Parent Teacher Meet for all classes.
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SPORTS 
CORNER
24 October: It was a moment of 

pride for the school to qualify for 

the Finals of the 2nd Inter School 

Basketball Tournament, organized 

in the school premises. The event 

witnessed enthusiastic participation 

of students from the adjacent 

schools in Dwarka.
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ABROAD AGENDA
An informative workshop on ‘Education possibilities in USA’ for senior students 

explored various career avenues for study in countries abroad on 9 Nov 2017.

The spokespersons, Ms. Pooja, Director of School Relations, USA and Ms. 

Elizabeth Tyrell, Evergreen valley College, San Jose, California provided an 

overview of higher education in foreign destinations, the International Program 

and the concept of Community College. Mr. Michael Cumming, representative, 

Truman State university, Missouri, dealt with the lucrative courses available 

in the university and explained the concept of ‘Hands on Learning’. various 

queries pertaining to career were dealt with, in the educative session.
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vISIT TO ETHIOPIAN  
CuLTuRAL CENTER
To foster international understanding and to make children aware about different 

countries a plan of action was chalked out between MBS International and schools 

in Nepal, Afghanistan and Egypt under ISA – British Council.
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MBS family organised Christmas Carnival for the students to enjoy winter bliss with 

fun and frolic. Sleigh rides, tattoo artist and Santa Claus were the major attractions. 

Besides these children enjoy themselves getting clicked at selfie corner and had 

tempting eatables.

It was real fun which overwhelmed everyone.
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SPORTANIA, 2017
The thought ‘One Team, One Spirit, Big Success’ was showcased by the enthusiastic 

young MBSians at Annual Sports Day ,’Sportania 2017’ on 1st December ’17. The event 

was graced by Prof. v.K. Bugga, Director MBS School of Planning and Architecture, 

as the Chief Guest for the Sports Meet. The event started with the unfurling of the 

school flag by the reverend Chief Guest and Principal thereby taking the salute 

given by the students in the march past. It was an overwhelming occasion where the 

students portrayed their competitive spirit and sportsmanship by graceful acceptance 

of defeat and victory. The students energetically participated in different races 

and tug of war. The MBSians believing in the adage, ‘Winners win, Winners lose but 

Winners play’ – they displayed their true sportive spirit. Respectable Principal, Mr. Atul 

Wadhawan presented the school report which enlightened the gathering about the 

heights which MBS has achieved. The outstanding performances of Zumba, skating 

yoga and taekwondo showed the caliber of the students. Parents enthusiastically 

participated in the Musical Chair which was exclusively organized for them.
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interaction 

with 

Honourable  

Prime Minister,  

Mr. Narendra 

Modi

It was a dream 

come true for 

the students of 

MBS International 

School where they 

got the golden 

chance of meeting 

Mr Narendra Modi, 

the Prime Minister 

of our country 

on the auspicious 

occasion of 

Raksha Bandhan.
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HONOuRED FOR BRILLIANCE
In an endeavour to felicitate the academic achievers and meritorious performers, our 

school organised Scholar Badge Ceremony for classes III- IX on November 18, 2017 

for academic session 2016-17. The programme commenced with the lighting of the 

Ceremonial lamp by the auspicious hands of The Hon’ble Chief Guest Ms. Priyanka 

Singh, Respected Principal Sir and Coordinators. 27 Students from the primary section 

and 23 Students from the senior section were felicitated with scholar badge and 

certificate. The happiness and pride in the eyes of the parents was much evident as 

they witnessed their children receive the certificates for their proficiencies in various 

scholastic as well as co-scholastic categories. A PPT on the achievements of the school 

was screened.
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MBS School of Planning 
and architecture
Sector-9, dwarka, new delhi 110075 
tel: 011-25071504, Website: mbsarchitecture.org.in

MBS School of Planning and architecture is the largest 
architecture institute of delhi. the college is affiliated 
to guru gobind Singh indraprastha university and is 
duly approved by the council of architecture and the 
all india council for technical education. 

the institute was established in 2009 by the acMe 
educational trust to impart architectural education 
to meet the ever changing needs and challenges 
of the future needs of architecture. the institute’s 
building has a total built up area of 75000 square feet 
in its final phase, and accommodates 2 large design 
Studios, lecture rooms with aV facilities, research and 
documentation centre, Well equipped computer lab 
and art and Model Making Workshop.

THE PREMIUM HIGHER EDUCATION



MBS InternatIonal School
Sector-11, dwarka, new delhi-110075

Phone: 011-45312000, 9717227299, 9899456591, 9899456594
e-mail: info@mbsinternational.edu.in, Website: mbsinternational.edu.in


